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Automation and Artificial Intelligence
in the possible transition to a postcapitalist society

Vasilis Lianos

Abstract

Throughout history, technology and its evolution have significantly impacted the societal modes of production and organisation. The highest rise in technological evolution has been observed under the capitalist system. Technology has not, as of yet, proved to be capitalism’s demise. However, some believe that advances in Artificial Intelligence and automation render them radically different technologies to those of the past and will mean capitalism’s demise and the dawn of a new, post-capitalist era. This paper will assess this claim by looking at historical evidence and contemporary theoretical and empirical work to argue that, while it is possible that such technologies are radically different to those of the past and might bring about the fall of the capitalist system, such claims cannot yet be substantiated due to the early stage of the aforementioned technologies’ development.

Vasilis Lianos is a graduate student studying for the MSc Political Theory at the University of Amsterdam. He first completed the MA in Global Political Economy at Leiden University and the BSc in Politics and International Relations at the University of London. He likes to delve into the topic of a postcapitalist society in the hope that it might, one day, come to pass.
Introduction

According to the Marxist theory of historical materialism, societies thus far have been characterised by class conflict. When technology reaches a point where the ruling classes cannot regulate it anymore, society evolves into something new and the societal mode of production changes. Marx and Engels believed that, when the masses have become poor enough and technology has evolved greatly, capitalism will eventually fall and give way to the final historical mode of production: Communism.

These predictions have not, as of yet, come to pass. Despite the rise of the Soviet Union, the evolution of technology and many economic crises which have brought about difficult economic conditions, capitalism has always managed to land on its feet. However, in recent years, significant and unprecedented developments in technologies related to automation and Artificial Intelligence (henceforth referred to as AI) have been observed. This has reignited debates about technology’s role in the potential future downfall of the capitalist society. Many believe that automation and AI will mean that more and more people will be out of work. As their consumer power declines, a huge crisis will ensue and capitalism will fall. Others base their prediction
on Marx's labour theory of value. As automation and AI will mean that no social labour will be put into production, the goods will be valueless and capitalism will fall. While capitalism has persevered, recent technological developments raise the following question: Are today's developments substantially and qualitatively different from those of the past, meaning that they will be the cause of capitalism's demise?

To tackle this question, the essay will be structured in the following way: First, the Marxist theory of how technology intertwines with societal conditions to bring about the fall of systems (including capitalism) shall be presented. Second, proposed reasons and theories regarding capitalism's survival and resilience will be outlined. Finally, a debate among Marxist theorists will be discussed: Are AI technologies and automation bound to result in either a falling rate of profit (FROP) or a decline in consumer power? In turn, can this mean that capitalism's existence will be threatened? To tackle this issue, the current AI and automation landscape will be outlined and views on what the future consequences might be will be discussed. The essay will conclude that, even though past experience might lead one to conclude that technology will not contribute to a potential capitalist collapse, the truth is not so straightforward. In reality, AI and automation technologies are bound to change the way production and market processes take place so much that making any predictions based on the observation of the past is not a good strategy. However, there is currently no evidence to suggest that these technologies will mean capitalism's demise, either. Drawing conclusions based on available evidence is premature; We cannot know the answer to the question yet. Finally, a concluding section will follow. Acknowledging our inability to predict
capitalism’s future may help researchers refrain from engaging in wishful thinking when pondering on the future.

The role of technology in social change

Marx and Engels believed that there is one crucial material factor which motivates historical change: Technology. As the mode of production evolves, so do the means of production. When a new mode of production comes in place, it revolutionises technology, and thus, the way production takes place. However, after some time, the relations of production cannot regulate technology anymore. This, coupled with class conflict, revolutionises the mode of production and brings forth a new historical era. The most recent step in the social evolutionary process, capitalism, has been the most beneficial system yet.¹ However, capitalism would eventually reach a point when the people would be so poor, and the technology so evolved, that revolution would inevitably take place and communism would take capitalism’s place. Despite numerous insights into how capitalism works, and despite what the Marxists of the past would expect, the communist revolution has not yet occurred.

Why has capitalism not collapsed?

Various reasons have been proposed as to why the capitalist system has proven to be so resilient. In ‘Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism’, Lenin explains how he thought imperialism to be the

highest, ultimate stage of the capitalist system. When the European big powers had utilised all the resources their markets provided for them, economic crisis and poverty would be inevitable. However, capitalism still had one last ace up its sleeve: Imperialism.

When the markets the Europeans had access to started to drain, the European powers expanded all over the globe. By dominating other peoples and forcing them to participate in the global markets, capitalism was reinvigorated. By taking advantage of the foreign markets and extracting their resources to their own gain, they manage to keep their own people happy domestically while those in the colonial areas suffered because of it. Because the domestic populations were kept happy, they did not have a reason to revolt, and the colonial peoples were too weak to.

Imperialism, Lenin argues, also changed how capitalism looked. First, it entered into an era of globalisation, emphasising the extraction of raw materials and connecting globalised markets. Second, it created monopolies. After multiple boom-and-bust cycles, wealth was concentrated into the hands of fewer and fewer actors, and certain banks also became gigantic and incredibly powerful. Furthermore, financial capital started taking central stage in the capitalist society. When one looks at work describing the current era of financialization, they can understand the accuracy of Lenin’s claims. What is very

---


significant and highly relevant to this discussion is the importance of technology in the spread and the globalisation of financialisation, which became its basis and allowed for such developments to take place.  

Others not adopting a Marxist perspective argue that, under capitalism, technology does not interact with social developments in ways that might bring about its downfall. On the contrary, capitalism allows for technological growth which itself benefits the capitalist system and the people living under it. In the past, they claim, technology has threatened certain professions and left some people temporarily out of employment. In the long term, however, these developments benefitted society at large.

According to Autor, all the past worries about technology resulting in joblessness and crisis were unfounded. Technological developments do not result in crisis. On the other hand, automation has increased production and profits. In turn, this growth has resulted in the need for more labour. Indeed, technology may have changed the labour landscape. However, jobs were not eradicated. Rather, people found themselves working jobs that complemented the machines. What is more, thanks to machines, Frey argues, many people stopped working dangerous and physically demanding jobs.  

---


people suffered consequences, the vast majority of the workforce enjoyed significant benefits thanks to technological progress and automation. Frey argues that the past century of the capitalist era was incredibly significant, marking the most important era of history from a technological perspective. Such a boost to the human standard of living had never occurred before. This is another important factor explaining the resilience of the capitalist system and setting it apart from previous systems which could not handle technological change.

These factors combined meant that capitalism proved to be more resilient than its Marxist critics would expect. However, the world’s current state of affairs, both technological and economic, have made the debate on capitalism’s potential demise resurface.

**AI and Automation today: How is this time different?**

Dyer-Witheford et. al. present a debate that is highly relevant to the current discussion. It is in the capitalist’s interests to replace labourers with machines in order to maximise profit. If that happens, a large part of the population will be out of work. Therefore, by definition, their capacity to buy goods (consumer power) will decline and capitalism will inevitably fall. The other side of the debate has its roots in Marx’s work on the concept of a falling rate of profit (FROP). As Marx argues in Capital, the value of goods is set by the labour put into producing them. If machines produce the goods, then there is no

---


8 Karl Marx, Capital: a critique of political economy (United States: Madison Park, 2010).
labour put into them, and the goods are valueless. Therefore, capitalists cannot make profit. Without these market institutions, capitalism cannot exist and will inevitably fall. We should now see how, and to what degree, such developments came about on the basis of technological progress in the past.

Marx argued that, as the technology in production evolves, then less profit would be made for the capitalists in the sector where the technology was introduced. This meant that capitalism did not have the capacity to continue successfully forever. However, some economists doubted such claims. Okishio formulated a theorem which stated that, as long as wages persist, then technology which makes the production of single units cheaper will certainly bring raising profits to the capitalists. In reality, profit has not declined for the global capitalists. This can be seen by taking a look at wealth concentration. Despite production technologies constantly evolving, the world’s rich have only been getting richer in comparison with the world’s poor, who are getting poorer. Therefore, theory notwithstanding, FROP has not taken place in such a way as to threaten capitalism’s existence.

A similar situation holds true with the concept of a potential decline in consumer power. Marx believed that there is a tendency in the

---

11 Deborah Hardoon and Elena Suckling, “Inequality: Global trends”, [online] Development Initiatives (2022), https://devinit.org/resources/inequality-global-trends/#:~:text=The%20poorest%2050%25%20of%20the%20population%20own%20just%202%25%20of
thinking of capitalists to replace workers with machines.\(^2\) Eventually, workers would be replaced to such an extent that they would not have wages anymore. Therefore, their ability to buy goods would diminish and capitalism would experience crisis. However, as we said, despite the fact that some jobs were lost, people were placed in different employment. Mass unemployment due to technology did not occur. As shown by the rising profits of the capitalists, they did not have problems selling their goods (or services) to the general population. In addition, even if it did, such problems have been dealt with before within capitalist boundaries. Keynesian theory and practice, with their focus on providing employment to allow for the market to function, managed to save the population from mass unemployment in the past. Until now, history has not provided any evidence that mass unemployment due to machinery will occur.

The mention of Keynes in such a context cannot but be accompanied by discussion on government intervention, a possibly key factor in the debate which is often missed. In the past, such interventionist policies have saved countries from great crises. A focal example is found during the Great Depression. With a combination of Keynesian economic policy regarding actions such as promotion of employment and price control, and with the adoption of other interventionist measures, the American government managed to get its economy out of its gravest economic crisis and into its most prosperous era. However, this does not always occur. Intervention is often characterised by political corruption or, simply, failure.

\(^{2}\) Marx, 2010.
Increased use of AI technologies may indeed bring about joblessness. In theory, this could mean that the jobless would revolt against the system to ensure their survival. A way for this to be averted, however, would be to increase redistribution to a massive scale. This would mean that the profits of the very rich would have to be taken away from them, at least partially. In this case, the capitalist system would indeed be changing, but not in a radical, revolutionary way. Such an organic evolution would be the next step of the capitalist system, and we would be talking about a more collective form of capitalism instead of a different system altogether. Still, experience from today does not point us towards that direction. Instead of the ground being paved for redistribution, we see increased concentration of wealth into the hands of the very rich, with the global rich getting richer and the poor getting poorer. As Marx and Engels’ famous quote about the modern state being a committee that handles the matters of the bourgeoisie seems to be more relevant than ever, the only way for the system to change, if it ever will, will be radical and revolutionary instead of organic and natural.\(^{13}\)

Of course, this lack of distribution is not a natural phenomenon of some sort. Rather, it occurs due to political will or, better put, due to a lack thereof. And the consequences of AI technologies will be based on that (lack of) political will. Currently, the world’s big AI powers are the world’s richest countries, the United States and China. These countries have very different distribution levels. In the United States, the people are left without governmental care and the inequality gap

\(^{13}\) Marx and Engels, 2011.
constantly widens. China is a completely different situation. The quality of life of the masses constantly rises and the people have access to more services than ever before. In addition, inequality keeps declining. Clearly, the political will in each country is different. It makes sense that the way AI will be utilised will be different, thus rendering its consequences different as well. And if China were to follow through its with its people-friendly policies, then systemic change will be less likely to occur there. Still, as has been mentioned before, this technology and its consequences are bound to be so different that past experience cannot be relied upon to draw concrete conclusions, and it will be very interesting to observe developments in both countries in the coming years.

As has been proven by reality, neither FROP nor some sort of decline in consumer power tended to materialise; At least not in such a way as to bring the fall of capitalism about. To a large extent, capitalism’s ability to ensure employment is the reason behind its resilience. However, improvements in machinery and automation in the past were not as radical as today. Previously, even where machines replaced the people who carried out the physically demanding work, it was still people who would operate those machines. Even with automation, people still had to make sure machines were operated correctly and, of course, programme them. However, with AI, machines have become intelligent themselves. And some scenarios see

---


machines operating on their own and carrying out many different types of activities in the near future.\textsuperscript{16} As this would mean that machines have become intelligent, somewhat autonomous and capable of carrying out complex tasks, AI technologies may soon be radically different from those of the past.

Indeed, a reason why automation in the past did not bring about joblessness was that machines were complimentary to human labour. An interesting example is advancements in medical technology. In the past, machines would help doctors observe places of the human body that they could not before. Technology has allowed endoscopic procedures such as colonoscopy and gastroscopy to take place. While the machines were essential, they needed the doctors to operate them and make diagnoses. With current technology, not only can machines undertake the examination themselves, but they can now make their own diagnoses also.\textsuperscript{17} Such technology is at a very early stage and is bound to become more advanced. When machine can do a doctor's job, it is not in the financial interest of a private hospital owner to hire a gastroenterologist. In addition, such technology has been on the rise in various service/non-production industries. Machines have started writing academic papers, delivering goods to houses, providing care


services to the elderly etc.\textsuperscript{18} It should be noted that they do not just help carry out these tasks. They do it themselves. Furthermore, this process is not limited to services but also occurs in factories and production sites. Without having to spend too much money, factory owners and managers have managed to produce goods of a good quality, at a high quantity, at very little cost and make a higher profit. In addition, AI means that less working time has to be put in production and less workers are occupied in the production process. This has meant that the ‘unskilled’ workers will have problems finding work and fitting in, while those skilled in computation, machine learning and thriving technologies will be able to more easily find work.\textsuperscript{19}

As we saw earlier, neither FROP nor a decline in consumer power materialised in such a way as to bring about crisis. However, the situation today is radically different. Therefore, making predictions and assumptions about the future on the basis of the past and on pattern recognition, while often a good strategy, is now rendered void. Due to the aforementioned technological developments, our knowledge


regarding an answer to the debate is back to square one. Indeed, the evolution of technology did not see profits fall, nor did it see the majority of the world’s population unable to afford goods and consume. However, this does not mean that the situation will stay the same. Technology is bound to be so unrecognisable that making assumptions on how technology will impact capitalism in the future on the basis of how it did in the past will be like making predictions for the future of the international environment on the basis of how the ancient Greek city-states behaved. There is not much, if anything, to lead us to believe that AI and advanced automation fit, or help bring about, the Marxist predictions about capitalism’s fall. In reality, we simply cannot know. However, this does not mean we have hit a dead end. Rather, this realisation can help us change a course of action. If we look at the new technologies as something essentially new, and if we keep observing their development and their impact without making quick assumptions, then we can develop new perspectives and frameworks with which to engage in research in the subject.

Conclusion

Humanity is on the brink of immense technological advancements. Artificial intelligence and automation technologies are bound to change the world. Two fields which are likely to go through major changes are the workplace and the production site. From those who provide services to those who produce goods, the lives of the world’s workers will not be the same. So significant is the evolution of these technologies that some Marxists believe that this evolution might bring about the fall of the capitalist system, either on the basis of a
falling rate of profit or of a decline in consumer power. While technological evolution did not do this in the past, this does not mean anything as AI now renders the playing field different. In all actuality, there is no hard evidence to suggest that things will remain the same. On the other hand, due to the radically different nature of the new technologies, there is no hard evidence to suggest the opposite, either. Is this time different? Right now, we simply cannot know. In order to be able to make any sort of prediction about the future, we will need to assess the impact of these new technologies on the workforce in the coming years.
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